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Two priorities (including one or more ‘actions’):

− 4b: Promoting energy efficiency and renewable energy use in enterprises

− 4c: Supporting energy efficiency, smart energy management and renewable 

energy use in public infrastructures, including public buildings, and in the 

housing sector

All calls of the two axes are now closed.

Nowadays it is under decision the allocation of additional budget saved thanks 

public procurement procedures by previous awarded projects.  

Action: IV.4b.2.1
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Action:

IV.4b.2.1 

Actions:

IV.4c.1.1

IV.4c.1.2

IV.4c.1.3

97 M€
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Ac�on IV.4b.2.1: Primary energy saving and CO2 emissions 

reduc�on in enterprises plants, including RES systems 

for self-consump�on

Call was opened in 2016, recast in 2020 (now closed), total funds: 97 M€

Beneficiaries: Small, medium and large enterprises (some activities excluded) 

80% funding (mixed 0-interest rate ROP loans and bank loans), 20% grant, 

maximum funding intensity based on the enterprise dimension

Call included two “Lines”:

“Line 1-energy efficiency”: 

� 1.a) high efficiency CHP; 

� 1.b) energy efficency improvements in manifacturing processes (heat 
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TAKING COOPERATION

4b

� 1.d) installation of more efficient components and 
systems (LED relamping, compressors or inverters 

replacement...) 

� 1.e) new high efficiency production lines in existing

plants

“Line 2-RES”: installation of RES systems

Further eligibility requirements based on the cathegory of beneficiary or 

interventions (e.g. energy saving/CO2 emissions saving per euro invested)

Eligible Investment cost: € 50.000 – 5.000.000

Total ‘operations’ funded: 202 (refresh date 12/19)

Action: IV.4b.2.1

4b4b



Action: IV.4b.2.1: Indicators summary table (refresh date: 11/2020)



COOPERATION

Thermal 

insulation

Insulated 

glazing

4c
Ac�on 4c.1.1: primary energy saving and eco efficiency in 

public buildings



TAKING COOPERATION

Photovoltaic 

systems

Solar thermal 

systems

Heat 

pumps

Biomass 

boilers*

*With huge restrictions due to critical air quality in Piemonte Region plains

4c
Ac�on 4c.1.1: RES systems installa�on in buildings for 

self-consump�on



4 calls (different cathegories of beneficiaries) opened in 

2017-2018, now closed

1) “Small” public local authorities: municipalities and their 

unions or groups with a population lower than 5.000

2) “Large” public local authorities: municipalities and their 

unions or groups, provinces with a populations higher than 

5.000,  provinces and Turin metropolitan Area

3) Public housing sector:

� Medium size apartment blocks

� Transformation to nZEb needed for eligibility! (pilot projects)

4) Hospitals

 

4c

Action: IV.4c.1.1 &

      IV.4c.1.2



TAKING COOPERATION

Target: Existing and heated public building, with a low 

or medium envelope quality, for institutional use

Grants: from 80% to 90% maximum intensity

24 months to complete the works

Seismic safety had to be assessed

Sustainability protocols and environmental criteria (GPP) compulsory

Deep refurbishment needed (thermal envelope insulation is necessary)

Main energy requirement: except for hospitals, kWh/€ higher than 0,4 

(payback time has not to be too high!!!)

4c

Action: IV.4c.1.1 &

      IV.4c.1.2



Actions IV.4c.1.1 & IV.4c.1.2 - Indicators summary table (Refresh date: 11/2020)



TAKING COOPERATION

Action 4c.1.3:  LED relamping/retrofitting in street lighting 
and transformation into smart lamppost

Call was opened in 2018 (now closed), total funds: 18,69 M€

Target: existing streetlighting systems owned by 

municipalities

Beneficiaries: municipalities

Grants 80%

18 months to complete the interventions

Energy requirement: minimum 40% electicity saving

Smart systems using the SL infrastructure are eligible (max 20% 

of the total costs)

Maximum cost: 800 Euro/lamppost

4c





� Key points (1/2)

� Complex calls (participants found them interesting but 

characterized by high level of bureaucracy);

policymakers very interested

� Very high energy saving achieved: we have the technology to deeply 

renovate our building stock!

� An accurate energy audit (compulsory to participate to the calls) is a must: 
the best level of cost effective renovation has always to be achieved, 

expecially when public fundings are used

� The level of professionals specialization in energy designing in our region 

still has be improved by proper training activites 

� Most installed heating/cooling system: air condensed heat pumps, 
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TAKING COOPERATION

� Key points (2/2)

� Sinergy with other public funds is possible (and nearly

 always used by participants), but sometimes difficult 

due to different schemes and rules: a higher level of 
integration between ERDF and national funds has to be achieved

� Seismic quality of target building is very low, but lack of public resources 

limits a combined seismic-energy renovation

� A monitoring for a 5 years period is required to beneficiaries: our goal is to 

verify through disposable real data the effective saving

� EPCs, which were allowed in every call, were only used by one beneficiary 

among hundreds: still too many administrative barriers?

4c



TAKING COOPERATION

� THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION… ANY QUESTIONS ?

� stefano.caon@regione.piemonte.it

� PIEMONTE REGION – ENERGY DEPARTMENT (TURIN)


